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Abstract.
Research in the area of Space syntax tends to be centred on static representations of the built environment
and its embedded social logic. Lacking for the most part the element of time, this synchronous representation
cannot capture the evolutionary dynamics of urban systems. In this paper, we argue that the abstract values
of space‐time as a dual dimension play a key role as generators of city systems. Hence, we explore the driving
forces that help reproduce growing spatial networks and yet preserve their structural properties. In two case
studies; Manhattan and Barcelona, synchronic states of the growing systems are analysed. The states are
separated by a certain radius of time. The analysis leads to regularities that may outline a generative model
embedded in the pattern of growth and marked by alternating periods of expansion and pruning. In periods
of expansion, a positive feedback process operates and takes the form of exponential addition of elements.
The emergence of patches on the edges follows high values of choice and is subject to the temporal
configurations of the grid. Once we observe the long‐term time dimensionality, we note a change in the
trend of the system as it reaches its maximum boundary. Following this change, another process of
reinforcing feedback is introduced to the spatial network. This process involves intensifying sparse grid
structures that have witnessed high gains in centrality in prior states and a process of pruning of poorly
integrated elements. Both processes aim to differentiate the spatial structure of a city hence matching that
of an organic grid. The findings yield that even at events of large scale planning interventions; cities adapt
the local configurations of the new uniform parts to deform in such a way as to reproduce natural growth. In
this manner, cities embody the intelligent collective minds of individuals. They are trade‐off products of
individuals’ decisions and they adapt their behaviour by prioritising a maximum parts‐whole relationship that
optimises access in the spatial network. We introduce these feedback processes under a framework of a
plausible generative model to simulate city growth. The model is expected to both provide a better
understanding of city growth and to aid design decision making on urban and regional scales.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Research that goes along the lines of computational modelling in architecture and urban design has often
suffered from the insufficiency of an experimental approach towards modelling urban dynamics. The
constructs and sequences that constitute the proposed generative and simulation models were by large
based on a hypothetical process that derives from assumptions rather than profound scientific grounds. In
most cases, it was not easy to see how this growing trend of computational modelling could reflect the real
dynamics of spatial change in cities. This might be an effect of the fact that computational modelling for
design purposes is based on synthesising design solutions rather than analysing urban systems.
Unlike the design‐based approaches, spatial studies on the geographic scale of cities have devoted
significant effort towards building mathematical models to simulate growth by integrating Cellular
automaton with agent modelling (Batty, 1991), (Wu & Webster, 1998). The basic principle of these models
was driven by the assumption of an inherent self‐similarity between the parts and the whole. The parts in
this case were considered to be the grid units or the blocks themselves. Through recursive repetitions of
fractals these apparently indispensable units or blocks were subjected to local rules that restrict their
patterns within their immediate neighbourhoods and aggregate them to follow a certain growth trend. The
products of such growth simulations were mostly limited to the overall shape and edges of the growing
urban areas. These simulations were also adapted to respond to geographic constrains and attractors (Batty,
2005). On the whole, these types of simulations have produced realistic patterns of urban growth on the
aggregate level. By doing so, they have satisfied the objectives of research made on the geographic scale.
Apart from the local rules that restrict the clustering of direct neighbours, these simulations have not
addressed the inner dynamics of structural transformations in urban spaces. Different to Batty’s models, a
space‐driven approach was made to devise the theoretical assumptions on space production into simulation
models that evolve urban dynamics, Krafta (1994) and Krafta et. al. (2003). In this model, an agent‐based
approach has been undertaken to bring together the dynamic models that read cities as products of human
agency and theories that modelled the localised laws of space generation. Their approaches have been built
around assumptions that are deriving from the process of centrality (Hillier, 1999). The multi‐layered agent
models were to interpret three driving forces in the making of cities; mainly the agencies of production and
consumption and the agents that provide the services. Where the agent‐based approach has started from
assumptions to simulations, a gap has been left where no particular evidence was made to justify the
sequence in which the computational model operates.
In a complementary approach to the elaborative simulation models, research that falls within the
framework of Space Syntax theory was focused on achieving a deep understanding of the role of spatial
structure and its social logic (Hillier and Hanson, 1984). The resultant model is a synchronic representation
of structural relationships in space at a certain instance in time. The model, although synchronic; was
suggested to have some static and dynamic properties that are attributed to a first order set of measures
Hillier et. al.(1987). In this model, connectivity and integration were defined as static measures. Choice is
recognised as a dynamic measure. Second order measures would define the relationship between these
measures. The second order measure that relates the static measure of integration to the dynamic measure
of choice was explained as to define movement interface. More historical insight on how to acknowledge
spatial systems as processes was discussed in Hillier and Hanson (1993) where they have made an early
attempt towards capturing changes in the shape of the city of London. Further explanatory theories on the
emergence of the synchronic patterns of urban structures outline two fundamental spatial laws to operate
on the local scale (2002; 2004). The laws are suggested to play an essential role in the shaping and making of
cities as objects. These laws are based on the centrality and extension rule. The rule can be summarised as
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don’t block a longer alignment if blocking a shorter one is possible. Hillier’s laws remained as theoretical
awaiting further testing and implementations, while the description and application of the Space Syntax
model itself remained synchronic in essence until recent times. The research community is witnessing
increasing effort on the side of modelling urban growth (Griffiths, 2009). Griffiths considered a diachronic
view that is built on an observed association between urban change and historical transformations in an
industrial society. Less focus was paid towards the dynamics of the spatial process itself. A more space‐
centred approach was tackled in other studies (Carvalho & Penn, 2004), (Shpuza, 2009). In spite of the clear
attempt to externalise universal models of structural growth in cities, there was a tendency to explain the
invariants of growth on the level of the organisation as a whole. As a consequence, the two approaches
were limited to tracking changes and trends in the statistical distribution of certain attributes. The local scale
at which the generative activity is expected to be at its utmost involvement was not further investigated and
as a result the models could not explain growth as a process. Instead growth was represented as a sequence
of aggregate products of local configurations.
For the most part, the pre‐mentioned urban transformation and urban morphology studies were driven by
the belief that space itself plays a crucial and deterministic role in directing natural movement. Their
approaches were not pursued further to explain the process of urbanisation and its spatial dynamics. On the
opposite side, the urban growth modelling approach shifts from assumptions to simulations. In total, studies
made in the area of urban growth seem to diverge at some point to branch into two separate approaches.
The first tackles the synchronic representation and make theoretical assumptions about it. The second starts
from assumptions that suggest a localised mechanism of growth and move towards applying this mechanism
to the global scale without investigating change hierarchies. In this context, no particular attempts were
known to be made to disaggregate the process of space‐time change. For this reason, we aim at bridging the
gap between theory and simulation by extracting rules that capture urban growth. The hypothetical
sequence in which these rules operate comprises the architecture of a plausible generative model.
The synchronic mapping of angular segment structure even though powerful in interpreting movement
potentials in urban systems (Turner, 2000) cannot be expected to correctly represent an evolutionary
process of growth. It is acknowledged that such a process would incorporate time and sequential dynamics
of urban systems that cannot be understood unless we asynchronise the space syntax model. An
asynchronous model of Space Syntax might necessarily mean breaking the synchronic model to reveal the
sequence in which certain configurations at a certain point in time will lead to others at a subsequent phase.
In this operation, the causal chain of spatial changes can be decoded into a set of mechanisms that expose
the dynamics of cause‐effect loops without necessarily indicating which comes first. These mechanisms can
be encoded into a generative model. The model constitutes the core contribution of this paper. It is
expected to operate on different scales depending on the type of configurational relationships considered.
The topological relationships that characterise self‐similarity between the parts and the whole are cross‐
scale. The geometric and metric relationships are scale‐bounded. Whereas the geometric configurations
measured by means of cumulative angular choice are more powerful on the large scale, metric measures are
more meaningful on the small scale of walkable neighbourhoods. These types of topological, geometric and
metric relationships are expected to have certain roles in the spatial evolution of urban structures. The
hypothesis that will be discussed in this paper builds on the assumption that these configurations act either
locally or globally to mobilise a bottom‐up emergent activity or to impose a top down control over the
overall structure. The target of this process is to allow for an emergent organic structure where possible and
to deform a uniform order to allow for structural differentiation. Whereas Hillier’s theory about self‐
organisation in cities applies only to organic grid structures (2004), we put forward that these principles
operate on both organic and planned grids. In an attempt to provide evidence for this hypothesis, invariants
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in the spatial evolution of Manhattan and Barcelona will be highlighted and discussed along with thresholds
that mark changes on the scale at which different measures function. The urban regions under study present
a peculiar case where both extreme scenarios for organic growth and massive planning interventions are
involved in the making of their current state. We have treated these urban regions as physical objects on
which we perform experiments and record observations. While anomalies, errors and unsatisfactory results
are expected to occur in any experimental approach their effect is less likely to be significant in this case as
the results were emphasised by different observations and measures.

2.

A GENERATIVE MODEL OF SPATIAL STRUCTURE

The two basic processes that govern the trend of growth or shrinking of cities are based on a positive
feedback loop that results from the addition of new elements and a reinforcing feedback loop that results
from pruning certain elements. In this way, urban growth is a product of the basic processes of addition,
pruning, mergence and subdivision. These processes branch from the main loops (figure 1). While addition
and subdivision fall within the positive feedback loop, pruning and mergence comprise the reinforcing
feedback loop. The second procedure is contained within the first; meaning that subdivision is an effect of
situated addition of new elements within the grid and in the same way mergence is an effect of
disappearance of elements within the grid. This is only applicable in the special case where elements exist
within the grid and satisfy the condition of intersection between the added or disappearing elements and
the existing elements. Adding or subtracting elements on the edges of the system where they have only one
intersection with grid elements will not lead to ensuing subdivisions or mergence. On the one hand, an
addition or deletion of elements on the edges has no further consequences on the growing structure. On the
other hand, an addition or deletion of elements which cross linear elements will lead to subsequent
subdivisions or mergence in these linear elements hence more addition and deletion follows. The sequence
of this causal chain of actions and the circumstances in which they operate determines the emergent
properties of the resultant structures. In this sense, the emergent structures as a whole are more than the
parts that constituted them initially. It is unclear how these physical changes take part in the grid. We build
on the assumption that these changes are purely spatially driven. They are products of chain of
configurational changes that evolve the edges of the grid structure and deform its internal parts.

FIGURE 1 Positive and reinforcing feedback loops in the spatial systems of cities.

The current paper builds on some of the findings in Al_Sayed et. al. (2009) and (2010) and goes further to
outline the dynamics of change in urban form. For this purpose, we observe a sequential change in the
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attributes of the constituent elements in the spatial system. The aim is to highlight regularities in the change
of angular choice and segment integration throughout the process of growth. These methods will be
instrumental in externalising a model of spatial change along with any rules that represent causal forces of
change. This is taking into account that a model that interprets urban change behaviour will make the
ground for future computer‐aided design models.
Earlier research of Al_Sayed et. al. (2009, 2010) suggests that angular segment integration analysis can
expose evolutionary patterns of growth in the network structure. They have shown how local centres are
preserved and how global centres expand together with the overall enlargement of certain urban systems.
Where these studies account for changes in depth throughout growth, more emphasis on the dynamic
measure of choice was seen to be needed. Choice is the key measure of centrality in urban systems. It
identifies the fundamental function of spatial networks in cities as to optimise journeys and differentiate
structures. Earlier Space Syntax research on centrality considered it to be a product of universal distance. In
the research that followed, centrality was considered to be a measure of ‘betweenness’ (Freeman 1977).
Centrality was defined as the weighted frequency a point falls in the shortest path between all origins and
destinations in a given system. The theoretical approach that explained the process did not put much
emphasis on the states that comprise the spatial process itself. Nonetheless, centrality has been stressed as
a process that leads to the demarcation of economic and functional activities along the routes of high choice
(Hillier, 1999). With reference to that, a parametric model was derived from correlations between segment‐
weighted angular choice and several form‐function attributes Al_Sayed et. al. (2011). Given its explanatory
power, the process of centrality was reframed in a set of theoretical assumptions to evolve an agent
simulation model, Krafta et. al. (2003). The model has been built on the assumption that centrality is the
space producer and ‘engine of urban dynamics’. However, no substantial evidence was given on the
mechanism in which centrality acts as to generate space in real cities. For this reason, we aim at revealing
further evidence on the role of centrality in cities. We take centrality to be the weighted frequency a point
falls in the shortest angular path between all origins and destinations in a given system. Choice that is the
shortest angular path is calculated through minimising the cost of a putative journey from one segment to
another across the graph. We add that the process of centrality measured by angular choice can be
considered to be the key director and generator of spatial change. For that, angular choice is calculated
within radius n to show the through‐movement potentials for the growing system as a whole.

3.

THE MAPPING OF GROWTH IN MANHATTAN AND BARCELONA

The urban structures in Manhattan and Barcelona are known to display unusual patterns of growth due to
the boundary constrains and the large scale planning interventions that have interrupted their natural
growth. Yet, both evolutionary patterns of growth exhibit distinctive processes that can be separated and
scrutinised. The fact that both urban structures afford high building and population density is indicative to
their success as sustainable carriers for pedestrian and vehicular movement load.
The paper aims to present invariants in the growth process of Manhattan and Barcelona. Subject to the
availability of comprehensible and complete historical maps, several iterations of evolutionary growth have
been chosen to demonstrate the timeline of spatial change in both cities. From these historical maps the
street network was reduced to segment maps. The maps of Manhattan were observed in the years; 1642,
1661, 1695, 1728, 1755, 1767, 1789, 1797, 1808, 1817, 1836, 1842, 1850, 1880, 1920, and 2009. The
sequential dates of the maps of Barcelona are; 1260, 1290, 1698, 1714, 1806, 1855, 1891, 1901, 1920, 1943,
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1970 and 2009. Both urban structures witness a natural growth process that starts from the historical
centres. The growing grid spreads through the street corridors to allow for the emergence of patches of grid
in the form of villages scattered in the neighbouring region.
Historically, in both cities, the organic pattern of growth continued until the mid nineteenth century when
the construction of a large scale uniform grid was initiated. Soon after, the planned grid filled the area
between the historical centre and the emergent villages. Yet, some parts of the urban corridors persisted to
interrupt the uniform order of the grid. Mostly diagonal in their positioning, these lines appeared in later
stages as significant roads in both spatial systems. The famous example for that is the Broadway in
Manhattan. Apart from that, there were areas within the uniform grid that were decided to be left as parks
after the partial construction of the uniform grid. The largest of which is the Central Park of Manhattan and
what was previously known to be the Citadel quarter in Barcelona. The evolutionary transformations on
these interweaving and yet distinct layers of the two grids marked certain invariants that are indicative of an
embedded system that directs and regulates growth. The following parts of the paper will attempt to
demonstrate evidence on how this system operates and differentiates a structure in both urban forms.
3.1.

Choice As A Generator And Driver Of Growth

In this section, we provide strong evidence on how centrality acts as to drive the directionality of growth and
increase the likelihood of grid generation along lines with higher angular choice values. By analysing the
whole system without paying considerations to the metric radius, we observe that the topo‐geometric
properties of the spatial structure measured by high angular choice values act as generators and directors of
growth dynamics. In the natural growth process of Manhattan and Barcelona, higher choice values can be
marked on the edges of the system prior to the expansion of these edges (figure 2). High choice values were
marked with red colour, whereas lower ones were marked with blue colour. These maps demystify a clear
tendency of new grid structures to evolve along routes of high choice values. This in turn strengthens these
routes as conductors of pass‐through movement and lead subsequently to the emergence of new routes.
The new routes appear to connect the new patches of grid that emerge around high choice routes. This is
particularly evident in the case of Barcelona where fewer boundaries are constraining the process and more
space is available for a free expansion of the growing system. The two growth patterns of both cities are
seen to present a different behaviour. The evolving grid structures emerge on the edge of the system in
Manhattan. Unlike Manhattan, in Barcelona new grid structures appear on a distance mainly at points
where routes of high angular choice intersect or draw near each others. For the first instance, we might
reason about these different behaviours by typifying the grid structure of the old city of Barcelona as a self‐
contained entity. This self‐containment is maybe explained by the fact that high choice routes within the old
city itself form a balanced deformed wheel where no directionality is visible in the way centrality is
distributed. You can also notice that high choice values form a bounding ring around the edges of the old
city. Thus, it diffuses directionality around all the edges. In Manhattan, high choice routes appear in a linear
directional form and show no tendency for forming a wheeled type that settles within a geographic
allotment. While explaining the divergent patterns of emergent activity as an effect of self‐containment may
sound credible at this stage, the following section will provide a better explanation for this phenomenon. In
the mean while, it is important to refer to another phenomenon that is the persistence of certain irregular
lines after the imposition of a uniform grid.
Some of these routes that happened to have high choice values persist within the grid structure even with
the imposition of large‐scale planning interventions. The persistent lines would deform the uniform and
near‐symmetric organisation of the grid elements in the planned areas. Whilst this applies to both cases,
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they do that on different ratios. If we are to compare the stage before the uniform grid imposition and the
one after that we find that 0.75 of the road network with high choice value (above 174776.07) in Barcelona
survive after the construction of the grid while 0.78 of low choice roads disappear. In Manhattan, most of
the roads (straight axial lines) continue to exist after imposing the uniform grid on the urban network. Again
Barcelona is considered to be a more consistent and less constrained case study to measure on. For this
reason, the quantified results in Barcelona’s case are more indicative than with Manhattan’s.

Manhattan (1789, 1797, 1808, 1817, 1842, 1880)

Barcelona (1806, 1855)
Figure 2 Elements with high choice values are driving the direction of growth in Manhattan and Barcelona

3.2.

A Process Of Preferential Attachment

In an attempt to illustrate transformational dynamics in configurational values between successive stages of
growth, the changes in the structural attributes of the growing system were recorded in sequential maps.
Each of these maps represents transformation in the configurational properties between two stages of
growth. The method was used previously in (Al_Sayed et. al., 2010). However, in the maps at hands new
added elements were subtracted to eliminate the effect of the values of the emergent elements themselves.
Instead, only elements that coexist in both maps were considered in the mapping scheme. The added
elements that appear in subsequent phases of transformation are then added in different colour (green) to
spot the effect of change in configurations on the location where the addition of new elements takes place.
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The goal is to find a correlation between high changes in the configurational properties of certain localities
and the potentials for grid expansion around these localities. Moreover, this procedure is intended to reveal
any associations between change of configurations and deformations that historically occurred on certain
sections in the uniform grid.
Two types of configurational changes were measured. The first type is change in segment integration (radius
500m). The second type is changes in global angular choice values. Higher values of change in
configurational attributes were marked with darker colours. By performing a multivariate analysis over the
transformational maps of Manhattan (figure 3), changes in integration values (radius 500m) were not seen
to record a pattern of correlations between each two sequential phases of transformation. This means that
by considering a measure of integration values that is calculated within a walkable distance, elements that
record high changes do not continue to do so in the following stages. In simple terms, elements that have
connected to other elements and have gained integration values do not continue to do so. This contradicts
with the generative properties of scale‐free networks Barabasi and Albert (1999), where a process of
preferential attachment is involved in network growth. Preferential attachment is a positive feedback
mechanism in which nodes with connections will continue to add more connections. In the urban network
case, there seems to be a cap for how many elements can connect to a node (a segment in our case). The
cap ranges between 8 to 10 maximum connections per segment. The scale‐free network property of
preferential attachment does not apply here given that the urban street network is mainly two dimensional
and scale‐bound. For this case, a new definition of preferential attachment need to be incorporated to
explain the observed expansion of the street network and its correspondence with a preceding gain of
integration in the adjacent growing edges. The scale‐bound preferential attachment allows for the
expansion of the urban network and by doing so it changes its network properties. The system reconfigures
its settings and a new process of preferential attachment takes place accordingly. The transformations
captured in the maps indicate that where configurational changes are more likely to occur, elements tend to
attach to new spatial structures (figure 4). This attachment concentrates on the edges that witness high
changes. The new added elements link with these edges and form new cores. Depending on the emergent
structure of these new cores, they might build up a tendency towards gaining integration values. In this way,
elements with high changes of local integration are more likely to attach to new elements in order for them
to spread their gained values into the parts where the expansion took place. The observed mechanism of
expansion appears as waves of high changes shifting towards the edges of the spatial system and in effect
spreading these edges over new areas. This hypothetical process is built upon the observation that
elements are likely to be added in the vicinities of elements with high positive changes in integration radius
500m. The process itself is yet subject to validation by means of simulation. The observed relationship of
preferential attachment is only verified through marking areas where new elements emerge in later stages
of growth. The localities where these additions take place are then compared to preceding transformational
stages where gain of integration in nearby areas is evident. In this way, it was possible to avoid the
circularity of the causal relationship between loss of depth on the local level and the direct addition of
elements in the vicinity of these localities.
The process of preferential attachment takes a different pattern in the maps that record high changes in
angular choice values (figure 5). The new areas grow along the routes that witness high changes in choice
and take the form of large grid patches that emerge on the sides of these routes. This could have been
explained as an effect of the system expansion. However, the plausible evidence presented in the former
part of this paper confirmed that new patches of grid emerge around high choice routes. Then again, the
fact that high changes in choice appeared on the outer lines of the system in Barcelona and along the edges
in Manhattan may justify the preferences with regards to the association between certain high choice routes
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and the location of the new emergent patches. In this sense, the observation that new areas are added
along routes that have a considerable gain of choice values came only to support the prior results. Our
results might be strengthened by simply weighting choice by segment length. As we expect that longer
segments at a certain stage are more likely to be subdivided in subsequent stages. It is also important to
emphasise that while integration is distributed normally, choice is exponentially distributed throughout the
system. For this reason, changes in the values of integration and choice are likely to follow these
distributions as well. This explains the two different forms of transformational maps; where change in
integration appears in the form of patches and the change in choice appear in the form of continuous and
distinct routes.
Perhaps, the most remarkable result that can be revealed from the transformation maps is the association
between high changes in angular choice and deformations in the uniform grid. These deformations appear
in the form of subdivisions in the grid units (figure 6). While this could not have been explained with the
maps that represented choice or integration as a still state, the transformation maps have made this
association very clear. It is evident that wherever there is high gain of choice at a certain transformative
stage, clustering of subdivisions follows up in later stages within the same localities. This again, confirms the
role of centrality as a generative process. It might be safe to say by now that the gain in centrality precedes
the emergence of new patches of grid in empty areas and the subdivision of uniform grid wherever it exists.
The subdivisions are part of a process of differentiation that allows for the emergence of structure within
the homogonous order by means of grid intensification.
Changes highlighted in the attached maps are mostly representative of positive changes given a previously
proven observation in which negative integration changes appear to be so trivial compared to positive
changes (Al_Sayed et. al., 2010). This result that was applicable to Manhattan might be generalised in
Barcelona’s case measuring on the assumption that an exponentially growing system is by large more likely
to gain higher integration values. It may be argued though that elements with negative changes of local
integration act as to differentiate the uniform order and allow for an organic spatial structure to take over.
Yet, it is important to admit that the process of differentiation is less visible than the former process of
preferential attachment. It is mostly apparent where high values of choice are strengthened globally. An
example for that is where bridge and highway connect to the city local structure. We may not be able to
refer to the process of negative changes as preferential detachment seeing that this process is not
necessarily associated with the disappearance of elements. Perhaps a preferential detachment might be
better attributed to the process of pruning of low integrated elements that will be explained in the next
section.
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FIGURE 3 A multivariate analyses of sequential transformational maps in the form of scatterplot matrix. Each scatterplot is correlating
two subsequent transformational stages in Manhattan’s growth where changes in integration (radius 500m) are compared.
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Elements added in later stages
Higher changes in integration (R500m)

Barcelona Phase (1943‐1970) – addition 2010
FIGURE 4 Preferential attachments of new segment elements to the edges that are experiencing high changes in integration (R 500m) in
maps that represent changes between two stages of growth. The addition of new elements is superimposed from subsequent stages of
growth.

Elements added in later stages
Higher changes in integration (R500m)
Manhattan: Phase (1850‐1880) – addition 1900

Barcelona Phase (1855‐1890) – addition 1900

FIGURE 5 Preferential attachments of new segment elements along the elements that are experiencing high changes in angular choice
values (Radius n) in transformational phases. The addition of new elements is superimposed from subsequent stages of growth.
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Higher values recording high
changes in choice values
Subdivisions
Boundaries of uniform grid

Manhattan

Barcelona
FIGURE 6 An observed correlation between subdivisions in the uniform grid and change in angular choice in Manhattan and Barcelona.

3.3.

A Pruning Process

This section is set to investigate the effects of local configuartional properties on the disappearance of
certain elements within the uniform grid. It does so by undertaking deliberate experimental adjustments on
the current structure of Manhattan and subjecting it to an extreme scenario where all the voids are filled
with grid. The structure used for filling the voids was designed to be analogous to the metric and geometric
properties of its neighbouring elements. This approach which was previously undertaken in a previous paper
by Al_Sayed et. al. (2009) was brought to a higher precision here by including the neighbouring islands of
Manhattan. The results emphasise the idea that a pruning process is taking place in Manhattan once the
urban structure reaches its maximum boundaries (figure 7). The pruning process aims to deform the uniform
order of the planned parts and eliminate patches that have low structural integrity within a walkable
distance of 800m. Whereas this pruning process appears to be particularly evident in the Central Park in
Manhattan, it is less visible in Barcelona. If we extend the structure around the small voids in Barcelona to
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cover them with a structure that has the same density as its edges, we find that this structure does not have
a particularly high integration values within a radius of 800m. This is maybe reasoned by the fact that
Barcelona did not reach its maximum boundaries. It seems also that the uniform grid of Barcelona depends
on the process of subdivisions rather than pruning in differentiating a structure. The target structure for this
process of differentiation would potentially have similar characteristics to that of the organic grid. On this
basis, we can distinguish different patterns of growth in Barcelona and Manhattan. In Barcelona a process of
subdivision prevails to differentiate the structure in the uniform grid whereas in Manhattan a process of
pruning prevails to differentiate the structure in the uniform grid. These different patterns in grid
deformation might have been an effect of different grid units that gave rise to repetitive geometries within
the uniform grid. The principal grid unit of Barcelona is about (130*130m). The grid unit in Manhattan is
either (250*70m) or 125*70m). In Barcelona, the grid unit is more than four times the average segment
length in the old city and about three times the average segment length in other organic patches. This
means that the block size in Barcelona’s uniform grid is necessarily much larger than the ones in the organic
parts of the city. This may be an important factor that led to the high counts of subdivisions that occurred in
later stages of evolution in the uniform parts. In Manhattan, the different proportions of the grid units may
have led to different mechanisms of grid differentiation. While the shorter dimension of the grid unit in
Manhattan is very close to the average segment length in the organic parts of the island, the longer side is
either twice or four times the average segment length in these parts. This means that the blocks in the
uniform and organic parts of the island are closer in size than in Barcelona. This may have contributed to the
lower counts of subdivisions in the uniform grid of Manhattan compared to Barcelona. This interpretation is
especially valid with the fact that the wider and longer roads are aligning the shorter side of the grid unit in
Manhattan.
We might also say that this process of pruning would have taken place in Barcelona if there was a
requirement for that. This is given the historical evidence that the evacuation of the central park was based
on a planning decision although the choice of the area chosen was based on assessing it as underdeveloped
(Rosenzweig & Blackmar, 1992). The media described this area as a composition of slums, small industrial
areas and small shops along with poor farms and uneven topography. For this reasons, it was easier to
transform it into a park than to build it. Based on this description, it is predicted that the urban structure
previously occupying this area was weak and unable to persist in later stages of development. Together with
the demand for a large‐scale park that has a central position to benefit all stake holders, these factors have
made the ground for allocating this land to be a park. The demolishment and evacuation of an
underdeveloped area did not seem to be an issue in itself. This action was made even easier by simply not
extending the construction works of the planned uniform grid to include the Central Park area. This does not
apply to Barcelona’s case since planners in practice terms are more likely to take decisions to build new
areas than to actually demolish existing built areas.
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Higher values mean high integration
radius 800

The current state of Manhattan

A scenario of Manhattan where all the voids are filled

FIGURE 7 A pruning process of elements with low integration values (radius 800m) that is highly evident in the area of the central park.
The model on the left is the real state of Manhattan. The model on the right is produced by filling all the voids in Manhattan by grid that
has an analogous structure to its surrounding. The threshold of the colour range is 130.

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Rather than building an ad hoc model, this paper builds upon observations to construct a model that
characterises the dynamics of change in spatial structures of cities. As a result, the three main processes that
are seen to be involved in urban growth are the process of generative centrality, preferential attachment
and pruning. These processes act as to govern the local dynamics of positive and reinforcing feedbacks.
However, they are expected to be governed themselves by higher order self‐organisation process with the
goal to satisfy the system’s tendency towards parts‐whole structural unity.
The process of generative centrality operates on a higher scale compared to the scale of individuals who
continually contribute to building and deforming the spatial structure. It is only through the aggregate effect
of individuals’ movement that certain movement paths are emphasised and others are devalued. The direct
product of this process is a higher scale seed; that is a street. The street segment gains directional value as a
cross product of how frequent it is chosen as a route in the system and its temporal location at the
periphery of a potentially growing edge or within the domain of a sparse grid. The change of centrality in the
latter case might contribute to differentiate the uniform order by allowing for grid intensification wherever
there is gain in angular choice.
Another indicator for a localised internal dynamics in growth is what might be termed as preferential
attachment. Growing edges with high changes in local integration are more likely to connect to new
elements. Elements with negative changes in the system have no observed physical effect on the system.
They are thought to balance the distribution of values within the system. Besides the generative process,
another process of pruning of weak local structures is seen to take place at certain stages. It is observed to
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occur in areas where the growing spatial structure has been fully occupied by a relatively homogenous
intensity of spatial structure. In response to this situated condition, the system eliminates the low locally
integrated elements to contribute to the structural differentiation and help deform the uniform order of the
grid.
As a result of these observations the generative model is explained in a form of pseudo code language, a
language that mediates between natural and programming languages. The basic constructs are in italic. The
generative model follows this hypothetical sequence;
While aggregate integration values of elements in the system do not approximate a log normal distribution
locally and a normal distribution globally
While system has not reached its maximum boundary and complexity is penalised by regulator (If
connectivity value of a certain element raises above10, then no more segments are attached to this
particular segment)
// preferential attachment
If peripheral patches exhibit high changes in local integration then increase
attachmentProbability
If routes of high angular choice Rn are on the edges and these routes have previously
witnessed high changes in angular choice, then increase attachmentProbability at the
intersection of these routes to add new elements and form patches.
If patches are above a certain number of elements and size of patches goes beyond certain
proportions then increase attachmentProbability to distribute within a Gaussian that
covers patches.
If a gain of centrality is at its utmost in sparsely spread structures then increase
attachmentProbability to add new elements following a Gaussian distribution within a
certain metric radius.
Add new elements of length segmentLength (short) and angle segmentAngle (near right
angle) to the neighbouring edges with greatest attachmentProbability
If centres have high local integration compared to the whole system, then increase
attachmentProbability to connect centres
Add new elements of length segmentLength (long) and angle segmentAngle (small) to the
neighbouring edges with greatest attachmentProbability
// pruning
If the area within the constrained boundaries is filled, remove elements with lowest local
integration values.
End loop
End loop
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A number of different iterations can be evolved to follow these rules depending on the sequence of
actions. Few outcomes of this process might prove to be a best fit based on the criteria of higher
intelligibility and synergy, pointing to higher integrity between the direct neighbourhood, the parts and the
whole.
In principle, the cycle might be simplified to add/remove members to fulfil destiny. The destiny or target of
the growing system has no dead‐end. The system therefore is in a continuous dynamic state. Once a system
fulfils a certain criteria new criteria arise following the demand of new spaces or in response to planning
interventions. The cycle of the system can be explained in simplified terms as;

filled.

Add elements around those that exhibit a local loss in depth or a global gain in centrality until area


Remove weakly integrated localities until distribution of topo‐geometric geometric depth fits a
normal curve.
By looking into the transformation of the spatial structure we are directly involved with an additional
dimension to that of the synchronic configurations and probably more. So in addition to the variable
defining the graph attributes of a node in a certain spatio‐temporal state there will be a variable that defines
the change in the original attributes and probably a variable that defines the second order change; that is
the permutation of the variable and that’s when we start involving a process in the modelling of spatial
structure. It is unclear whether the time dimensionality as a physical and cosmic attribute of the system goes
in the same pace with this process. At this point, we know that the overall increase in the segment elements
count follows an exponential trend together with what we recognise as a cosmic dimension of time
(Al_Sayed et. al. 2010). The growth diverges once the system reaches its maximum boundaries. What
happens within the local sequential processes might be determined by the system satisfying certain criteria.
Following these assumptions, it might be argued that where no physical constrains are visible the spatial
growth on aggregate is relative to what we know as the cosmic time. The internal dynamics that operate on
the local level of the system follow the system’s time; that is the situation of the system’s structure at a
certain cycle of grid generation.
In summary, there seems to be two processes involved in city growth in modern times where planning
interventions cannot be avoided. Both processes start from the same principle but act in different contexts.
Their target structure to which they seek to match is that of the organic grid. In this logic, the grid grows in
natural ways wherever an emergent bottom‐up activity is possible and they deform to differentiate the
uniform grid either by intensifying the grid where more through‐movement is expected or by pruning weak
local structures.
There is a paradox in the supposition of a top‐down control process that is responsible for restraining
evolving urban structures. Mainly because this entails the deduction that cities are of a certain intelligence.
In the process of preferential attachment, there is already a suggestion that city structure records a certain
memory wherever integration change takes place and recalls this memory to attach to new elements. This
process is continuously updated once the system reconfigures its local settings. Another issue is presented
by the aptness of the system to fit within a certain distribution. This self‐organisation argument goes further
to be challenged by the tendency of differentiating the homogenous parts of the grid that are an outcome of
planning decisions. The structural differentiation aims to adapt the grid to match organic city structures. The
idea that cities self‐organise their emergent behaviour to approximate organic growth particularly in areas
where planning interventions are made is already suggestive of an intelligence of some sort. Far and beyond
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that, the fact that we describe spatial structures in cities as independent systems is indicative of a semi‐
independent chain of actions that is governed from within the system. This again goes with the idea of the
spatial system as a self‐organised entity. This supposition does not deny the involvement of other systems
and subsystems in the evolutionary process of growth. It is acknowledged that urban complexity is
comprised by network of relationships that connects different layers of social, spatial and economic
systems. Nonetheless, the spatial system can be the driver and the imprint of this course of interactions for
which it is the only variable that can be tested and scrutinised by singling it out. The ease that this
suggestion would bring about is by dealing with space as a quantifiable entity. This is bearing in mind that
space is the imprint and physical product of all the underlying social logic of movement and is
simultaneously a determinant of the economic activity that would occupy space. To conclude, the question
that presents itself in this flow of arguments is whether cities have minds of their own, a mind that is
embedded in the behavioural dynamics in space and embodied by their physical manifestations. If this is the
case, then the nature of this mind is disputed. If cities exhibit some type of intelligence, then what kind of
intelligence is that? Is it a natural or artificial intelligence? Based on such argument, how shall we treat
cities? Shall we deal with them as living bodies or as artificial products that are man‐made? In essence, the
supposed mind would borrow its intelligence from the collective minds of individuals who live within. In
other words, the supposed mind is a mind of a society that nests within the spatial structure of a city.
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